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and organizing massive amounts of
essential data about the university,"
Olom said.

Moody, professor and chair ofUSCs
reailing department,joined the USC

*"iacuity in 1974. Medway, a professor
in USC's psychology department,
joined USC as an assistant professor
in 1975. Smithjoined USC's department

ofgovernment and international
itudies in 1979 and was named associate

dean for graduate studies and
faculty development in 1997 for the
College of Liberal Arts.

The appointments became effective
July 1.
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Frat might be
miscommunicatin,
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will possibly rid Zeta Beta Tau of a
typical fraternity stereotype.

"There's a lot ofpeople who have
a lot of reservations about frats,"
Hamilton said. "We don't want to be
involved with the IFC. I think the
Greek system is going through a big
change right now."

Staggs feels the current policy
stated in the Carolina Community
is in the best interest ofnot only the
entire Greek community, but Zeta
Beta Tau as well.

"The policies are not only to protectthe existing fraternity system,
but that specific group as well," Staggs

said.
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According to Hamilton, all the
necessary forms were sent to Rick
Gant, Coordinator of Student Life
Programs, and Zeta Beta Tau is
awaitingword on the decision ofStudent

Life. Gant, however, said the
application and petition must be revised

in order to make Zeta Beta
m »l/?l. 1.1. J

tau s application me complete aue

to a decrease in membership.
Although Zeta Beta Tau can

not be recognized as a social fraternity
without participating in the IFC,

they can be recognized as an organizationifthey turn in all necessary
forms and the forms are completed
correctly.
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in a writers' festival held October
1-3, which will bring in author
Charles Frasier of"Cold Mountain"
fame, poets W.S. Merwin and MarilynPrice, and writer Reynolds Price.
In addition, Coover will coordinate a
hypermedia conference, sponsored
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Coover will be the VisitingWriter
in Residence for the fall and spring
semesters. In the meantime, says
Newman, "We are conducting a fullscaleinternational search for a permanentreplacement."
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